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Abstract—The resilience of 5G networks can be strongly
challenged by central cloud virtual network function (VNF)
outages, which can be cause by server and backhaul connection
errors. This paper proposes a context-aware approach to migrate
VNF from central cloud to local edge cloud, in order to improve
the network resilience with minimized VNF migration cost.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The envisaged scenario of ultra-reliable low-latency communications (URLLC) in the Fifth Generation (5G) cellular
networks calls for a 99.999% transmission correctness within
1 ms [1], in order to support safety critical applications such
like vehicular communications [2]. In these use cases, network
resilience and autonomous failsafe operations against service
outages become extremely critical.
Existing techniques to achieve high resilience in software
defined network (SDN) include state management, virtual
network function (VNF) migration and rollback recovery [3],
which all require some kind of VNF redundancy. For VNFs
running on central cloud servers, the VNF migration approach
is more effective, as it is able to hand with the outages
caused by degraded backhaul connection by placing redundant
instance copies of the central cloud VNFs in the local edge
cloud and periodically updating them. However, a considerable
extra cost will be generated as a trade-off.
In this paper, we propose a context-aware central-to-edge
(C2E) VNF migration framework, the “5G Island” 5G Island
(5GI), which makes use of context information about users
and telco clouds, and cognitively prepare redundant instances
of central cloud VNFs on edge cloud servers, to enable makebefore-break VNF migration for better network resilience and
autonomous failsafe operations with a reasonable cost.
II. C ENTRAL - TO -E DGE VNF M IGRATION
For central cloud VNFs, an error can occur either at the
central cloud server, or at the backhaul connection. In the
latter case, neither state management nor rollback recovery
efficiently helps, while a VNF migration from the central cloud
to the local edge cloud does.
Central cloud VNF outages can be triggered by planned
disconnections, cyber attacks and unintentional errors. Cyber
attacks to paralyze network services are usually followed by
attempts of illegal access to confidential information. Unintentional critical network infrastructure malfunctions can be
caused by dangerous disasters and emergencies such like fire,

explosion, earthquake and massive blackout. In both cases, autonomous failsafe operations shall be executed independently
from the central cloud, where C2E VNF migration is required.
It costs not only data traffic to update the redundancies of
central cloud VNFs in edge clouds, but also server resource
to maintain them. Hence there is a trade-off between the
network resilience and the operations expenditure (OPEX)
when deploying the C2E VNF migration. Aiming to take
a reasonable balance, we need an intelligent and predictive
method that only migrates a central cloud VNF to edge cloud
server, when the opportunity loss in case of central cloud VNF
outage exceeds the cost of C2E VNF migration itself.
III. 5G I SLAND AS A C ONTEXT-AWARE C2E VNF
M IGRATION F RAMEWORK
To cope with the demands discussed above, we come to the
novel concept of a context-aware VNF migration framework,
which we call the 5G Island. In this concept, every edge cloud
periodically and selectively updates VNF redundancies from
the central cloud to mitigate potential loss caused by central
cloud VNF outages.
A central cloud VNF outage will lead to a loss of every
user equipment (UE) that relies on this VNF, in case the VNF
is not migrated to the local edge cloud. Given a certain central
cloud VNF and a certain edge cloud, the total opportunity cost
of outage for the VNF in the local edge coud is
X
co =
E{t o,u } · l,
(1)
u ∈U

where U is the set of all UEs that may be served by the local
edge cloud in the next updating period, E{t o,u } is the expected
time t that the user device u suffers from an outage of the
given VNF in the next updating period T, and l denotes the
outage loss of each served UE in unit time. As aforementioned,
it generates a certain cost to update and locally maintain the
VNF redundancy, which we call the migration cost, denoted
by cm . To minimize the overall expected cost, for every VNF
the edge cloud should decide:


cm ≤ co
 To synchronize the redundancy
(2)
 Not to synchronize the redundancy cm > co

While both cm and l are generally static and can be
evaluated by the mobile network operator (MNO) straight forwardly, E{t o,u } can be dynamic and depends on characteristics
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where po is the predicted VNF outage rate in the next period
T, η u is the VNF duty rate for the UE u, f arr,u (t) denotes the
probability density that u arrives in the coverage of local edge
cloud after t, and f stay,u (τ) is the probability density function
of u’s stay time τ in the local area upon arrival.
It shall be noted that the 5GI differentiates from the similar
concepts of Trust Zone and 5G Private Networks, see [4].
IV. C ONTEXT P ROVISIONING AND O PPORTUNITY C OST
E STIMATION
Generally, there are two approaches to estimate the opportunity cost defined in (1), namely UE-driven and edge-clouddriven estimations, respectively.
For stateful VNFs such like a virtualized Home Subscriber
Server (HSS), where UE-relevant data have to be synchronized
together with the function in the mitigation, the local edge
cloud has to know the identifications of the UEs that are likely
arriving. In this case, the set U of UEs that may arrive in the
local edge cloud must be first estimated, so that η u , f arr,u and
f stay,u can be individually estimated for every u ∈ U. Essential
context information needed for such an estimation include the
current UE positions, the UE mobilities and the physical traffic
conditions in near areas. Besides, po must be predicted with
the context information of current VNF performances.
For stateless VNFs which has no dependency on the served
UEs such as a gateway, all devices are homogeneously processed in the VNF migration. In this case, an edge-clouddriven estimation can be applied to reduce the effort of
provisioning and processing context information. Each edge
cloud only needs to estimate the expected number of UEs
served by the central cloud VNF per updating period, and the
expected service time per UE. Instead of directly calling (1)
and (3), co is here estimated as
 T
ĉo = N̄ η̄ po
f stay (τ)dτdt,
(4)
0

where η̄ is the average duty factor of the target VNF in local
edge cloud, N̄ is the average number of UEs relying on the
target VNF and being served by the local edge cloud, f stay (τ)
is the probability density function of their local stay time. η̄
can be obtained by the VNF Manager (VNFM) from historical
data. Both N̄ and f stay (τ) depend on the current statistics of
user mobility, which can be provisioned with assistance of the
Access & Mobility management Function (AMF). Similarly
as for the UE-driven estimation, po must be predicted from
the current VNF performances.
V. S IMULATION
Fig.1 shows the simulated daily migration cost and outage
loss of a central cloud VNF. The simulation scenario considered an edge cloud covering an 4π km2 urban area surrounded

by suburban and rural areas. UEs of different mobility classes
randomly move over these areas n result in an UE density of
187.23 km−2 in the edge cloud coverage. Two different central
cloud VNFs, F1 and F2, were specified to have independent
random time-varying availabilities as Markov processes. For
F1 there was cm = 20T l and for F2 cm = 100T l. For both
VNFs and any UE u we set η u = 1. We tested the 5GI
approach in comparison with the baselines of never/always
updating the redundancy. The results shows clearly that our
proposed approach effectively benefits the network resilience
with reduced VNF migration cost.
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of users and the environment. Assuming that the period of
redundancy updating is T,
 T
 T −t
E{t o,u } ≈ po η u
f arr,u (t)
f stay,u (τ)τdτdt
(3)
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Fig. 1: Simulated C2E migration cost and outage loss
VI. C ONCLUSION
By estimating the opportunity VNF outage loss and comparing it to the VNF migration cost, our proposed intelligent
context-aware C2E VNF migration framework, the 5G Island,
improves the network resilience with a minimized total cost.
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